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Qilta is a High Tech Sports Preparation & 
Recovery Product which helps protect and 
maintain your feet and calves in optimal 
condition whilst preparing for and recovering 
after sports events.

In our surveys on international athletes over 4 
years, 93% reported their skin feeling hydrated 
and moisturised while 99% felt instant 
targeted relief where Qilta was applied, helping 
with preparation and recovery following sport.

INTRODUCTION
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Qilta delivers this in a way that is easily assimilated into 
the user’s daily routine.

Qilta has devised a comprehensive solution comprised of:

QILTA
FORMULA1

2 APPLICATION 
METHOD

PREPARATION AND 
RECOVERY ROUTINE3

The Qilta system is the 
wearing of Socks and Calf 
Sleeves which are coated 
with Qilta formula. 



WHAT IS QILTA?

A Formula

The first pair of socks and sleeves are worn in 
preparation for training blocks/competition 
to moisturise and condition skin. The sec-
ond set is worn after the activity to cool and 
soothe and aid recovery.

An Application 
Method

Qilta Formula is evenly sprayed with a pre-
scribed volume over the entire garment.
Qilta Socks and Calf Sleeves can be used 
immediately or stored in the airtight pouches 
for later use. Qilta garments use a double 
wicking action that maintains the Formula 
against the skin until fully absorbed.

The ingredients of Qilta have been carefully 
selected to intensely moisturise skin, cool, 
soothe and provide targeted relief to 
areas where it is applied. Qilta helps prepare, 
protect and maintain your feet and calves in 
optimal condition whilst aiding your recovery 
following sporting events.

1 2
A Preparation & 
Recovery Routine

3
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Moisturise Skin

Cool & Soothe

Provide Targeted Relief 



One Sports bag to 
store all your Qilta kit

CONTENTS OF THIS BOX:
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Instructions Booklet

Two pairs of specially designed 
reusable Socks and Calf sleeves

Two 250cc containers 
of Qilta Formula

One Qilta Spray head Two pouches to maintain the freshness 
of your prepared socks and sleeves

One Table mat to keep 
adjoining surfaces clean



Qilta will help you prepare by in-
tensely moisturising your feet and 
calves ensuring you are in optimal 
condition for your event.

Well hydrated feet are less prone 
to common ailments that athletes 
suffer preventing optimum 
performance.

PREPARATION R E C O V E R Y
Use of your Qilta in recovery will 
enable a swift return to your train-
ing blocks and competition by pro-
viding targeted relief to your feet 
and lower limbs. 

The cooling effect calms areas to 
which it is applied, soothing and 
rehydrating, giving you an instant 
reduction in discomfort.

Set 1 
Socks and Sleeves

Set 2 
Socks and Sleeves

BENEFITS OF QILTA  
When used after your training blocks and competition.

BENEFITS OF QILTA 
When used in advance of your training blocks and pre-competition.
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HOW TO WEAR QILTA:

Set 1

BEFORE
Socks and Sleeves:
Qilta is worn immediately after 
your event / exercise for a 
minimum of 1 hour.

Qilta is worn BEFORE and AFTER an event.
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Set 2

AFTER
Socks and Sleeves:
Qilta is worn immediately for
a minimum of 1 hour after 
your event / exercise.Normal cycle of activity Qilta cycle

BENEFITS OF QILTA



1
Turn your socks and 
sleeves inside out.

HOW TO APPLY QILTA FORMULA

2
Place the socks and 
sleeves flat on the Qilta 
application mat. 

3 
Spray garments from a 
distance of 10cm. 

4
Apply formula evenly over 
one side of the socks/
sleeves. 15 sprays per side 
is recommended. 

5
Turn socks/sleeves over 
and repeat the process. 
Then turn socks/sleeves 
right side out. 
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6
The socks and sleeves can 
now be worn immediately 
or placed in the Qilta stor-
age pouch until required.



1
Ensure Qilta logo appears 
at top of calf.

HOW TO PUT ON YOUR SLEEVES

2
Bunch up your sleeves so 
that your 2 thumbs fits 
through resulting donut 
shape.

3
Stretch open your sleeves 
and slip cleanly over your 
bare foot and ankle.

4
Release the bottom and 
continue to extend the top 
of the sleeve up over the 
calf muscle and ensure the 
garment feels comfortable.
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Always put your sleeves on first, 
followed by your socks. 

1 2



1
Bunch your socks, insert 
both thumbs until they 
reach the inside of the toe.

2
Stretch open with your 
thumbs and slip cleanly 
from toes to ankle.
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HOW TO PUT ON YOUR SOCKS HOW TO MAINTAIN QILTA

Qilta Socks & Sleeves

Qilta Mat

Qilta Spray Head
Wash inside out, at 30 degree C.
Line Dry. Do Not Dry Clean. 
Do Not Iron.

Wash off with warm 
water after use.

To keep your Spray head in 
optimum condition, occasionally 
wipe externally with a damp cloth 
and pump through with clean 
warm water. Priming Instructions: 
slow deliberate full-length pumps 

until your formula begins to 
spray. If difficulty is encoun-
tered, prime first with water. 
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89 Respondents across 13 countries
RESEARCH

Skin felt Softer 

Areas applied felt 
Refreshed and Recharged

Targeted Relief in areas 
where Qilta was Applied

Recovery & Return to 
Training / Exercise was Improved

Ensures that the formula stays close to 
your skin. The yarn used in Qilta socks and 
sleeves have the following properties:

ANTI-MICROBIAL

Skin felt Hydrated & 
Moisturised

Skin felt Soothed 
& Cooled

LIGHT THERMO- REGULATING ECOLOGICAL

TWIN SKIN DESIGN
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TESTIMONIALS

Jason Black IRELAND

“Training in this manner created 
performance gains beyond my 
imagination. With the introduc-
tion of Qilta into my recovery 
protocol I have made huge gains 
in training standard duration 
and repeatability, it has been a 
personal game changer. Now 
that I understood and could see 
the performance gains, I finally 
introduced it to my racing and 
high altitude climbing. For the 
first time in athlete performance 
globally, I was able to manage 

my performance during my 
events and races, giving me 
a serious advantage over my 
competition.”

National Outsider Athlete of the 
year 2018. National Outdoors film 
festival Athlete of the year winner 
2018. https://www.jasonblack.ie/
adventures/

Ellen Vitting  IRELAND

“I compete in multisport events 
and love spending long hours 
running in the mountain’s so 
recovery and recovery time in 
particular is key to maintaining 
my lifestyle and avoiding injury. 
I use Qilta socks and sleeves to 
prepare for events or sometimes 
just to help the recovery from 
long training days. They are 
cooling and soothing and make 
the legs feel instantly refreshed. 
Their moisturising quality is also 
great to protect against blisters 

and keep the feet comfortable. 
I’m looking forward to getting 
back racing and having these in 
my toolkit.”

BMW Triathlete of the Year ‘18
Irish Adventure Athlete of the 
year ‘19

Ultra Cyclist, Ultra Runner and Extreme Athlete Triathlete and Adventure Athlete
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Marius Karlsen NORWAY

“I struggle a lot with blisters on 
my feet. I especially struggled 
after Ironman 70.3 Turkey and 
Bislett 24-hour indoor challenge. 
Little did I know that the socks 
and sleeves would be a key 
factor to my recovery hope-
fully for the rest of my career. 
They meant that I could start 
the training a lot quicker than 
what I am used to. The Qilta 
calf sleeves work wonders with 
my legs and by following the 
instructions I can really feel the 
difference. I can’t see myself 

ever doing a race without Qilta 
being a central part of my kit. 
I’m proud to be working with 
such a great brand with the 
most helpful people.”

Marie Meldrum  UK

“I’ve been using the Qilta product 
range since my first introduction 
to them in Sweden and I have 
never looked back. These are the 
best socks, sleeves and formula I 
have ever used and I have every 
confidence that I will continue to 
use these throughout my sport-
ing career. The socks are double 
layered and the formula helps to 
moisturise my skin on both the 
feet and ankles. I’ve used this in 
other big triathlons, since Swede-
man XTri, in Sweden. In Norse-
man in Norway and CeltmanXtri 

in Scotland. In fact, when I did 
Celtman this year I remembering 
smiling to myself, thinking how 
comfortable my feet felt, even 
on the toughest sections. I didn’t 
have a single blister afterwards 
and this has been the case since 
using the products, before, during 
and after my races. I’ve used the 
products before, during and after 
each race and my feet and ankles 
have benefitted substantially”

4 x Winner CeltmanXTri, Winner 
SwedemanXTri

Extreme Triathlete and Adventure AthleteTriathlete



GENERAL INFORMATION
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Hydration Tests: which has 
proven Qilta can hydrate 
skin for up to 24 hours.

Intellectual Property
Trademarked. Our unique 
Qilta Formula is Patent 
pending. 

We at Qilta are very aware 
of our responsibility to 
minimise our impact on the 
environment. Our bottles are 
made from 100% recyclable 
aluminium while our pack-
aging is made from recycled 
materials and is itself 100% 
recyclable. Our satchels. 
sprayers, and mats are all 
multi use components but 
are still made from recyclable 
materials. We continually 
strive to source our materials 
responsibly and ensure sus-
tainable product life cycles.

Skin Tests Environmental

Life cycle of items
Socks and sleeves life cycle 
/ replacement. Under nor-
mal conditions of use, we 
would expect our socks /
sleeves to last for a mini-
mum of 16 cycles.

Safety
Use Qilta socks with
caution on slippery surfaces.
In the event of discomfort 
or irritation please remove 
immediately. Seek medical 
advice if you experience 
any untoward effects when 
applied that do not go away 
on removal such as skin 
irritation or burning.
Use the recommended 
amount of sprays only. 
Less sprays can be used 
but may not be as effective. 
Excess use of menthol based 
products can be irritant. 
Qilta Formula is for external 
use on the skin only. Do not 

apply to any area of your 
body other than your feet 
and calves. Be careful not 
to touch your eyes if the 
formula is on your hands. If 
you do get Qilta formula in 
your eyes, flush with plenty 
of water. Wash your hands 
well before inserting contact 
lenses. Do not apply Qilta 
Formula to broken skin that 
is injured or irritated (e.g., 
cut, scraped, sunburned). 
Use with Qilta accessories 
only. Keep out of reach of 
children.



Further Information

Stay in contact with Qilta 
community on our social media.

Suite 4.01 Ormond Building,
31-36 Ormond Quay Upper,
Arran Quay, Dublin 7,
D07 F6DC.

info@qilta.com
www.qilta.com


